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Abstract
Open Source Software (OSS) has become a strategic asset for a number of reasons, such as
short time-to-market software delivery, reduced development and maintenance costs, and its
customization capabilities. Therefore, organizations are increasingly becoming OSS adopters,
either as a result of a strategic decision or because it is almost unavoidable nowadays, given the
fact that most commercial software also relies at some extent in OSS infrastructure. The way in
which organizations adopt OSS affects and shapes their businesses. Therefore, knowing the
impact of different OSS adoption strategies in the context of an organization may help improving
the processes undertaken inside this organization and ultimately pave the road to strategic moves.
In this paper, we propose to model OSS adoption strategies using a goal-oriented notation, in
which different actors state their objectives and dependencies on each other. These models
describe the consequences of adopting one such strategy or another: which are the strategic and
operational goals that are supported, which are the resources that emerge, etc. The models rely on
an OSS ontology, built upon a systematic literature review, which comprises the activities and
resources that characterise these strategies. Different OSS adoption strategy models arrange these
ontology elements in diverse ways. In order to assess which is the OSS adoption strategy that
better fits the organization needs, the notion of model coverage is introduced, which allows to
measure the degree of concordance among every strategy with the model of the organization by
comparing the respective models. The approach is illustrated with an example of application in a
big telecommunications company.
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1. Introduction
Open Source Software (OSS) has become a driver for the primary and secondary
information technology (IT) sector. Estimates exist that in 2016, as high as 95% of all
commercial software packages will include OSS components [1]. Nevertheless, IT
companies and organizations still face numerous difficulties and challenges when making
the strategic move to the OSS way of working. Like any new technology, OSS is aligned
with new challenges, which mainly derive from the way OSS is produced and the culture
and values of OSS communities
In fact, OSS adoption impacts far beyond technology, because it requires a change in
the organizational culture and reshaping IT decision-makers mindset. The way in which
OSS adoption affects and shapes business models [2][3] is becoming object of increasing
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attention, and as a result, several OSS business models have been identified so far
[4][5][6].
Leveraging OSS adoption strategies with the organization context is a challenging task
per se, as it implies reconciling them from very different perspectives [7]. Organizational
modelling can provide a way to define the organization’s goals and to serve as the context
in which processes operate and business is done. However, an important aspect needs to
be taken into account: OSS-based solutions are not developed, and do not exist, in
isolation. Instead, they exist in the wider context of an organization or a community, in
larger OSS-based business ecosystems, which include groups of projects, companies that
may be competitors, OSS communities, regulatory bodies, etc. Any approach to
organizational modelling for OSS ecosystems needs to consider this collaborative
dimension.
In this paper, in order to support organizations that would like to adopt OSS (hereafter,
OSS adopter) and analyse the implications of such adoption, we propose the use of goaloriented models using the i* approach. Organizations can be described as actors, strategic
and operational goals that appear in their rationale decomposition, and collaborative
needs can be represented through dependencies. We describe six different OSS adoption
strategies in terms of models that can be used as a reference for understanding and
assessing the impact of the OSS adoption strategies on the OSS adopter organization, as
well as complementing the OSS adopter organizational model.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the basic
concepts needed in the paper. Section 3 presents the research method followed. Sections
4 to 6 develop the main contributions of the paper: the OSS ontology used, the
arrangement of its elements into models for the OSS adoption strategies and the
application of such models. Section 7 provides details on how the resulting approach fits
to the case of one of the RISCOSS EU-funded project industrial partners
(www.riscoss.eu). Last, Section 8 provides conclusions and future work.
2. Background
This section presents a set of strategies regarding the way organizations can adopt OSS.
We also introduce the main concepts of the i* modelling framework used for the OSS
adoption strategy models.
2.1. OSS Adoption Strategies
Business models are abstract conceptual models that represent the business and money
earning logic of a company in a structured way [8]. There is a vast array of OSS business
models and business model types that have been identified by numerous authors. For
instance, Chang et al. [9] have distinguished four models that secure sustainability of OSS
organizations:
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community: the cost of sustaining the product or service is covered by building a
community of users and industry partners who agree to cooperate on development
work and maintenance
• subscription: requires users to pay subscription costs to a company in order to
obtain maintenance and support
• dual license (commercial): the users have the choice between a free version of a
software that gets no support and a version that must be paid but comes along with
guaranteed support, maintenance and service models or with additional features
that are only available as proprietary software
• central support: refers to a central body that provides robust releases and support
for open source products that are of strategic importance to its community
Daffara [10] has identified six basic OSS business models and one remainder group,
largely coinciding with the five business models Dornan [11] has spotted in the OSS
market:
• product specialists: the code is completely open and revenues are achieved through
services related to using, maintaining and adapting the software
• build (or run) hardware: this business model aims at making hardware more
profitable through installing OSS on commodity components
• propietary components: combines proprietary and open-source code, essentially
holding back some functionality from what is released for free
• dual licensing: as above
• badgeware: reinvention/extension of a previous license constraint
• platform provision: companies that provide selection, support, integration and
services on a set of projects, collectively forming a tested and verified platform
These and similar classifications of OSS business models rely on the concrete way in
which OSS components are adopted in the organization. That is, each organization should
define its own OSS adoption goals and determine the actions involved to achieve these
goals (i.e., to define the strategy to be followed to fulfil its OSS business model). We have
investigated this issue in the FP7 RISCOSS project (www.riscoss.eu) and we have
identified some OSS adoption strategies usually followed by the industry. These
strategies are described below. They are the ones considered in the rest of the paper:
• OSS Acquisition means to use existing OSS code without contributing to the
underlying OSS project/community.
• OSS Integration means the active participation of an organization in an OSS
community with the purpose to share and co-create OSS. In this case, being part of
the community in order to benefit from the commonly created OSS components is
the key goal of the OSS strategy; it is not necessary for the adopter organization to
play a leading role within the community.
• OSS Initiative means to initiate an OSS project and to establish a community around
it. Usually, the key goal of this strategy is to create community support, but in
contrast to the OSS Integration strategy, the adopter establishes the community as
a resource that directly serves the company’s business strategy and model. As a
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consequence, exercising control over the OSS community is typical for this
strategy.
OSS Takeover means to take over an existing OSS project/community and to
control it. The main difference from the OSS Initiative strategy is that the OSS
community already exists.
OSS Fork means to create an own independent version of the software that is
available from an existing OSS project or community. This strategy is usually
followed when an OSS community on which the adopter organization depends
develops in directions that contradict or hamper the organization’s business goals.
Exercising control over the forked community is not necessary, as the forked
community should consist of developers that share the adopter organization’s view
on how the community and the software should evolve.
OSS Release implies that the organization releases bespoke software as OSS but
does not care whether an OSS community takes it up or forms around it. This
strategy can, for instance, be observed in the public sector, when software owned
by public bodies is released under an OSS license and made available to other
public bodies via a repository.

2.2. The i* Goal-Oriented Framework
i* [12] is a goal and agent oriented framework formulated for representing, modelling
and reasoning about socio-technical systems. It offers a good response to our needs of
representing expectations of OSS adopters that characterize OSS adoption strategies. Its
modelling language (the i* language) is composed basically of a set of constructs which
can be used in two types of models described below.
The Strategic Dependency (SD) model, allows the representation of organizational
Actors, specialized on Roles, Positions and Agents. Actors can be related by is-a, is-partof, covers, instance-of, plays and occupies relationships. Actors can also have social
dependencies. A Dependency is a relationship among two actors: one of them, named
Depender, depends for the accomplishment of some internal intention on a second actor,
named Dependee. The dependency is then characterized by an intentional element
(Dependum) which represents the dependency’s element and the Strengths associated to
each actor, representing the importance of achieving the dependum (at the depender’s
side) and the difficulty of producing it (at the dependee’s side). The primary Intentional
Elements are: Resource, Task, Goal and Softgoal. A softgoal represents a goal that can be
partially satisfied, or a goal that requires additional agreement about how it is satisfied.
The Strategic Rationale (SR) model represents the internal actors’ rationale. The
separation between the external and internal actor’s worlds is represented by the actor’s
Boundary. Inside this boundary, the rationality of each actor is represented using the same
types of intentional elements described above. Additionally these intentional elements
can be interrelated by using one of the following relationships: Means-end (e.g., a task
can be a mean to achieve a goal), Contributions (e.g., some resource could contribute to
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reach a quality concern or softgoal) and Decompositions (e.g., a task can be divided into
subtasks).
3.

Research Approach

This research has been performed in the context of the European FP7 RISCOSS project
[13], which aims to support OSS adopter organizations to understand, manage and
mitigate the risks associated to OSS adoption. The consortium includes 5 industrial
partners from public and private sectors, with diverse OSS adoption contexts, which have
served to formulate the results presented here (as described below). In line with this
objective, this paper focuses on supporting organizations in analysing the implications of
adopting a particular OSS adoption strategy. With this aim, our research approach was
based on 3 complementary stages corresponding to 3 research questions:
RQ1: How to characterise OSS projects?
This is aimed to understand the relevant practices (mainly in terms of activities and
resources) taking place in the context of OSS projects, especially related to software
development and community management. We conducted a Systematic Literature
Review (SLR) in order to identify existing ontologies on the field. We analysed them with
respect to our objectives and complemented the results with knowledge coming from
RISCOSS industrial partners. The ontology is described in Section 4.
RQ2: How do OSS elements map to OSS adoption strategies?
In this question, we wanted to inquiry about how the elements emerging from RQ1
map into the different OSS adoption strategies enumerated in Section 2.1. Our aim was
mainly to emphasize and represent the different effects that each OSS adoption strategy
has over the OSS adopter organization. As a result, the detailed definition of the different
adoption models, one for strategy, was obtained. See Section 5 for details.
RQ3: How do OSS adoption strategies relate to the goals of the OSS adopter
organization?
OSS adoption strategies’ models resulting from RQ2 were mostly focused, as
mentioned in the context of RQ1, on software development and community management
activities and resources. However, in order to understand the impact of the activities and
resources enclosed in each adoption strategy model, we needed to understand their
relationship to the OSS adopter’s organizational goals. Therefore, we held some off-line
workshops with the five RISCOSS industrial partners, and ended up with a set of related
goals that were integrated into the models. Furthermore, we have devised some guidelines
to support the matching process of the proposed OSS adoption strategies’ models with
the models of the OSS adopter organization. We have formalized the application of these
guidelines to operationalize the usage of the OSS adoption strategies models in the
context of any OSS adopter organization.
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It is important to highlight that these three RQs and their corresponding stages have a
formative character as they were aimed to conceive the OSS adoption strategies models.
In all the stages, the industrial partners of the RISCOSS project have been involved to
shape and endorse our approach in their respective contexts. In this paper, as a proof-ofconcept, we provide details on how the resulting approach fits to the case of Ericsson
Telecomunicazioni, Italy (TEI), one of the industrial RISCOSS partners.
For the summative evaluation of the approach, we plan to apply the OSS adoption
strategies and the corresponding guidelines in other industrial organizations besides the
RISCOSS partners, which would become the last stage of our method (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Research method followed in this paper

4. An Ontology for OSS Adoption Strategies
In order to state the basis for defining models that represent the different OSS adoption
strategies, we have developed an ontology that embraces terms related to OSS projects
and the adoption strategies involved in them. To do so, as a first step, we conducted an
SLR using the guidelines defined by Kitchenham [14] with the purpose of identifying
existing OSS ontologies. The details of the SLR and the subsequent analysis can be found
in [15].
Although the SLR was conducted in order to find ontologies related to OSS field, the
search string included some terms besides the term ontology (metamodel, glossary,
taxonomy and reference model) in order to avoid missing papers with a kind of implicit
ontology. This also resulted in a large set of initial papers that was considerably pruned:
from an initial set of 1214 primary studies, we selected 9 papers to be analysed as papers
that contain an ontology (explicit or not). From them, 3 relevant ontologies emerged:
Dhruv’s ontology [16], OSDO [17][18] and OFLOSSC [19].
We finally chose OFLOSSC as starting point because: (1) it was the most complete
amongst the ontologies reviewed (it actually includes parts of the other two), (2) it is an
ontology for supporting OSS development communities and covers concepts related to
community interactions for developing software. However, it lacks of adoption concepts
related to OSS adopter organizations, therefore, we extended it with these missing (with
respect to our purposes) concepts. To do so, we performed a thorough analysis of the
elements that an adopter organization should consider when participating in an OSS
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project by running off-line workshops (i.e., discussions that were centralized in a wiki
tool) with partners of the RISCOSS project.
The results of this work have been reported as part of the RISCOSS ontology in [15].
They consist in a complete set of concepts and relations related to the actors, roles,
activities and resources that correspond both to OSS communities and OSS adopter
organizations. In this paper, we focus on the subset of these concepts related to activities
and resources that can be relevant for the interaction that an OSS adopter has with an OSS
community according to its adoption strategy. Table 1 lists them. For each element, the
table includes its identifier and a brief description. The elements identified have been
classified into five groups: software development activities, community-oriented
activities, communication activities, personnel activities and resources. We must note that
the OSS adopter, when using the OSS component, gets involved in the OSS community
to a certain extent that depends on its adoption strategy, and may develop activities of the
OSS community (e.g. Act-PATCH). Therefore these activities have been included in
Table 1.
Table 1. Activities and resources for OSS adoption strategies

Identifier
Description
Software Development Activities
Act-SEL

Selection of an OSS component for its deployment or integration in an
organization
Act-DEP
Deployment of an OSS component for its actual use in the organization
Act-DEV
Development of an OSS component (specification, design, code)
Act-INT
Integration of an OSS component into another software artifact
Act-TEST-Comp
Testing of an OSS component
Act-TEST-Prod
Testing of a software artifact that integrates an OSS component
Act-MAINT-Comp Maintenance of an OSS component
Act-MAINT-Prod
Maintenance of a software artifact that integrates an OSS component
Act-PATCH
Development of a patch to correct some bug or add some new feature for
an OSS component

Community-Oriented Activities
Act-NewCOMM
Act-DECIDERoadmap
Act-DECIDE-Acc
Act-DECIDEWishlist
Act-RELEASE

Creation of an OSS community
Decision of the roadmap of an OSS component. It includes planning of
releases and which features are included
Acceptance of a contributor in an OSS community
Decision of the desired features for the next releases of an OSS component
(but without a concrete planning)
Making available a software component under OSS license (either first
time or an evolution)

Communication Activities
Act-RepPATCH
Act-RepBUG
Act-SUPP

Communication of a patch for an OSS component
Report of a bug
Any kind of support given to the OSS community (except bug reports and
patches; e.g. organising or endorsing sponsoring events)
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Act-ASK

Ask about an issue to the OSS community

Personnel Activities
Act-ACQ-Tech
Act-ACQ-Man
Act-LEARN

Acquisition of the necessary knowledge about an OSS component to be
able to master its technology
Acquisition of the necessary knowledge about managing an OSS
community
Acquisition of the necessary knowledge about an OSS component to be
able to operate it (as end user)

Resources
Res-OSS-Comp
Res-Tech-DOCUM
Res-User-DOCUM
Res-PATCH
Res-BUG
ResNEWFEATURE
Res-ROADMAP

An OSS component as a software artifact
Technical documentation of an OSS component
User documentation (e.g., tutorials) of an OSS component
Patch provided for an OSS component
Report of a bug or post, etc., referred to an OSS component
Report of desired feature(s) for an OSS component
Strategy for new features and releases of an OSS component

The concepts in Table 1 exhibit some relationships that can be expressed as ontology
properties. They are sub-concepts of activity and resource, related by two properties;
activities produce resources and activities use resources. Activities themselves are also
related by one property: activities precede activities. These properties have the subproperties included in Table 2 relating different sub-concepts of activity and resource.
Table 2. Relationships for OSS adoption strategies activities and resources
Concept ID

Concept ID

Activity produces Resource
Act-RELEASE
Act-RELEASE
Act-RELEASE
Act-RepPATCH
Act-RepBUG
Act-DECIDE-Wishlist
Act-DECIDE-Roadmap

Res-OSS-Comp
Res-Tech-DOCUM
Res-User-DOCUM
Res-PATCH
Res-BUG
Res-NEWFEATURE
Res-ROADMAP

Activity uses Resource
Act-SEL
Act-DEP
Act-INT
Act-TEST-Comp
Act-MAINT-Comp
Act-PATCH
Act-DECIDE-Roadmap
Act-ACQ-Tech
Act-LEARN

Activity precedes Activity

Res-OSS-Comp
Res-OSS Comp
Res-OSS-Comp
Res-OSS-Comp
Res-OSS-Comp
Res-NEWFEATURE
Res-NEWFEATURE
Res-Tech-DOCUM
Res-User-DOCUM
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Act-SEL
Act-SEL
Act-DEV
Act-INT
Act-NewCOMM
Act-NewCOMM

Act-DEP
Act-INT
Act-TEST-Comp
Act-TEST-Prod
Act-DECIDE-Roadmap
Act-DECIDE-Acc

5. OSS Adoption Strategies Models
We present next a catalogue of models that characterize each of the OSS adoption
strategies described in Section 2. These models are built on top of the ontology presented
in Section 4 and each of them combines the ontology elements as required by its
corresponding strategy. Models focus on the adopter organization and refer to the
particular OSS component under adoption. We have used the i* framework as modelling
approach. The reason is that i* is an intentional actor-oriented modelling and analysis
framework (see Section 2.2), which supports representing and analysing synergistic and
conflicting stakeholder interests and decision-making within and across organizational
settings.
The models have been discussed in the context of the RISCOSS project running offline workshops (i.e., discussions that were centralized in a wiki tool) with the project
partners.
The main actors involved in the OSS adoption strategies are: the organization that
adopts the OSS component (OSS Adopter) and the OSS community that produces it. The
six strategies (see Section 2.1) can be characterised depending on: (1) whether the main
goal is consuming OSS or producing it (i.e. providing the initial version of the code) and
(2) the degree of involvement of the OSS adopter in the OSS community (see Table 3).
Regarding the involvement, we have defined three degrees: no involvement, active
involvement in the community (i.e. investing some resources for the evolution of the OSS
component) and leading the community (i.e. investing some resources in order to try to
control the evolution of the OSS component).
Table 3. OSS adoption strategies

Consuming OSS

Not involvement
OSS Acquisition

Producing OSS

OSS Release

Active involvement
OSS Integration
OSS Fork

Leading
OSS Takeover
OSS Initiative

The activities performed and the resources produced by each of these actors vary
significantly depending on the adoption strategy, and this is the basis of the model
construction. For each adoption strategy, we have allocated the activities and resources,
presented in Section 4, to the two actors, depending on which one is responsible. Table 4
provides the allocation of activities and resources to the adopter organization actor
depending on the adoption strategy followed. The expertise obtained from the RISCOSS
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partners has provided us the rationale to choose the most adequate allocation according
to the main features of each identified OSS adoption strategy.
Table 4: Adopter activities and resources (rows) per OSS adoption strategies (columns)

Integration Initiative Takeover Fork
Software Development Activities
Act-SEL
X
Act-DEP
X
Act-DEV
Act-INT
X
Act-TEST-Comp
Act-TEST-Prod
X
Act-MAINT-Comp
Act-MAINT-Prod
X
Act-PATCH
X
Community-oriented Activities
Act-NewCOMM
Act-DECIDE-Roadmap
Act-DECIDE-Acc
Act-DECIDE-Wishlist
X
Act-RELEASE
Communication Activities
Act-RepPATCH
X
Act-RepBUG
X
Act-SUPP
X
Act-ASK
X
Personnel Activities
Act-ACQ-Tech
X
Act-ACQ-Man
X
Act-LEARN
X
Resources
Res-OSS-Comp
Res-Tech-DOCUM
Res-User-DOCUM
Res-PATCH
X
Res-BUG
X
Res-NEWFEATURE
X
Res-ROADMAP

Acquisition Release

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

Some general observations on Table 4 are the following:
1. For the strategies that do not require community involvement (acquisition and
release), the activities allocated to them are mainly internal-oriented software
development activities and not community-oriented or communication
activities (except for Act-RELEASE in the release strategy case and Act-ASK in
the acquisition strategy).
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2. For the rest of strategies: the organization participates in communication
activities (e.g. Act-RepBUG) and contributes with their corresponding resources
(e.g. Res-BUG). Additionally, the organization develops different communityoriented activities depending, mainly, on whether it is exercising control over
the community or not. Remarkably, in the initiative and takeover case, the
organization decides the community roadmap (Act-DECIDE-Roadmap, ResROADMAP).
3. Two of the strategies, namely, initiative and fork, require that the organization
sets up an OSS community (Act-NewCOMM).
The activities of maintaining and testing the OSS component (Act-MAINT-Comp and
Act-TEST-Comp) are not allocated to the organization in any strategy meaning that they
are basically developed by the OSS community. Taking as a basis the allocation described
in Table 2, we have built an i* model for each strategy. These models have been
complemented with two kind of goals: some goals used to structure the model (e.g.
Technical Quality to embrace the tasks related to acquire skills for using the component
Act-ACQ-Tech and Act-Learn) and some high-level goals and softgoals more related to
the strategic goals (e.g. Take benefit from OSS community).
In the following subsections we detail the models of each of the identified OSS
adoption strategies. All of them have a central task representing the type of OSS adoption
strategy (Acquire OSS Component, Integrate OSS Community, etc.). Considering these
tasks as a central element, the models include a set of high-level goals directly attained
by the strategy (goals above the task, e.g. OSS involvement minimized in Figure 2) and
the low-level tasks or resources which are requirements for an adequate application of the
OSS adoption strategy (tasks or resources below the central task, e.g. Act-SEL and ActLEARN in Figure 2).
5.1. OSS Acquisition
The model for the OSS acquisition adoption strategy (see Figure 2) shows how the
adopter organization only obtains the component from the OSS community and does not
give back any return to the community. Therefore it can be observed from the model that
only outgoing dependencies stem from the adopter organization actor. The adopter is
interested on using an existing OSS component (as represented by the goal Take benefit
from OSS community) but it is not necessarily interested on the successive releases of the
adopted OSS component produced by the community for the maintenance of its product
(goal Do not care OSS evolution for maintenance). For this purpose it does not need to
be involved in the OSS community that produces that OSS component (softgoal OSS
involvement minimised).
The central task Acquire OSS Component is composed primarily by all the activities
that the adopter performs to select and use the OSS component and test and maintain the
software product where the component is used. The adopter depends on the community
to obtain the OSS component and its documentation as shown by the dependencies.
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Additionally, good technical skills are required as represented by the softgoal Technical
Quality. Activities Act-ACQ-Tech and Act-LEARN contribute to achieve these skills.

Figure 2: OSS Acquisition model

5.2. OSS Integration
The OSS integration adoption strategy requires sharing and co-creation of OSS
between the adopter and the OSS community (see Figure 3). This collaboration means a
give-and-take to the benefit of all involved parties. For instance, the adopter might use
existing OSS components that have been developed by the community, and pay back in
terms of bug reports, patches, etc. Thus, the adopter organization wants to benefit from
co-creation (softgoal Benefit from co-creation taken); it is interested on being involved in
the OSS community (softgoal OSS involvement) and on influencing it (softgoal OSS
evolution influenced).
The task Integrate OSS Component is composed by the activities already required by
the acquisition strategy complemented with additional activities that the adopter develops
as part of its co-creation and collaboration with the community. These activities, grouped
under the goal OSS Community Contributed, may be reporting bugs, developing and
reporting patches or other forms of support such as sponsoring events. Dependencies stem
out of these activities reflecting the collaboration with the community. For an
advantageous co-creation, the contribution must be aligned to the OSS community
culture, as represented by the softgoal According to OSS Community Practices. The
activity Act-ACQ-Man consisting on acquiring knowledge about the community
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contributes to it.
A feature of the OSS integration adoption strategy is that the adopter organization relies
partly on the successive releases of the OSS component for the maintenance of its product.
Thus, the adopter organization might want to influence the community roadmap to ensure
that successive releases of the OSS component follow its desired features. The softgoal
OSS Comp Evolves towards Desired Features under the maintenance activity shows this
dependency. The adopter organization defines its expectations for the evolution of the
OSS component (Act-DECIDE-Wishlist). The community may eventually take this
wishlist to decide its roadmap as represented by the dependency with dependum ResNEWFEATURE. The maintenance activity of the company also depends on the Quality
of the Evolved OSS Component provided by the OSS community.

Figure 3: OSS Integration Model

5.3. OSS Initiative
The OSS initiative adoption strategy requires to initiate a new OSS project and to
establish a community around it (see Figure 4). In this case, the adopter organization is
interested in providing OSS solutions (goal OSS solutions provided), controlling its
evolution (goal Steer OSS component evolution) and, as in the previous integration
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strategy, it also considers taking benefit from co-creation (softgoal Benefit from cocreation taken) and being involved in the OSS community (softgoal OSS involvement).
The central task Perform OSS Initiative includes the activities already required by the
integration strategy complemented with new ones for building the initial OSS component,
releasing it, establishing the OSS community around it and managing the community.
Community management skills are required both to create and manage the community as
represented by the task Act-ACQ-Man. To manage the community implies to take
decisions such as those related to the roadmap and the acceptance of contributors (ActDECIDE-Roadmap and Act-DECIDE-Acc). For this management to be effective it is
required that the community accepts it, as represented by the dependency with dependum
Company Management Accepted).

Figure 4: OSS Initiative Model

5.4. OSS Takeover
The OSS takeover adoption strategy means to take over an existing project/community
and to control and steer its development (Figure 5). Hence this strategy is similar to the
initiative strategy with the difference that, in the takeover case, the OSS community
already existed and it is not created by the organization. Consequently, the takeover model
is similar to the initiative one (see Section 5.3). The main differences are that the activities
related to building the initial OSS component, releasing it, establishing the OSS
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community around the component are not included in the takeover case. Conversely, it is
required to acquire knowledge about the community in order to have the skills to control
it (dependency with dependum Knowledge acquisition about OSS community).

Figure 5: OSS Takeover Model

5.5. OSS Fork
The OSS fork adoption strategy means to create an own independent version of the
software that is available from an OSS project or community (see Figure 6). This strategy
implies that the organization creates a new community and it does not necessarily exercise
control over it and behaves as in the integration strategy.
An organization may be willing to fork an existing OSS project because the evolution
of the OSS component does not fit with its needs (goal Independent OSS component
version got). In this case, the adopter organization does not necessarily want to control
the OSS component evolution, but it wants to perform some influence (softgoal OSS
evolution influenced) in order to take benefit from co-creation (softgoal Benefit from cocreation taken) and it wants to get involved in the new community (softgoal OSS
involvement).
The model of the OSS fork adoption strategy includes two OSS community actors: one
corresponding to the existing community that provides the initial software called Old OSS
Community and the newly created community named New OSS Community. Since i* does
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not allow expressing temporal relationships, this sequencing cannot be modelled.
The central task Perform OSS Fork is composed primarily by all the activities that the
organization performs to use the OSS component and test and maintain the software
product where it is used, jointly to the selection of the component to be forked and the
creation of the new community. Additionally, it includes the same activities as the
integration strategy developed as part of its co-creation and collaboration with the new
community such as reporting bugs, developing and reporting patches or other forms of
support such as sponsoring events.

Figure 6: OSS Fork Model

5.6. OSS Release
The OSS release adoption strategy implies that the organization releases bespoke
software as OSS but does not care about whether or not a community evolves around it
or an existing community makes use of it or develops it further (see Figure 7). Therefore,
in this case there is no community involved in the model. The rationale behind this
strategy may be to affect an emerging market by releasing software as OSS in order to
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control potential competitors. In this strategy, the organization wants to release some
product under an OSS license (goal OSS solutions provided) without any interest on the
OSS community that can be created around it (goal No OSS involvement).
The central task Perform OSS Release is composed primarily by all the activities that
the organization performs to develop, use, test and maintain its software, jointly to the
activity of releasing it as OSS component.

Figure 7: OSS Release Model

6. Guidelines for Applying OSS Adoption Strategy Models in an Organization
OSS adoption strategy models have been developed as generic models; therefore, a
question to be answered is how to apply them in a specific situation (in our case, an OSS
adopter organization). The question is twofold: first, when is it adequate to apply an OSS
adoption strategy model (which responds to the high-level question: which strategy is the
most adequate for an organization that wants to go OSS); and second, how to align the
organizational model with the strategy model (which responds to the high-level question:
what is the effect for the organization to adopt this particular strategy). To answer these
questions, we start by assuming the existence of an organizational model that declares the
higher-level goals pursued by the organization and using this existing organizational
model we select the OSS adoption strategy that is most suited to the organization needs.
To answer the second question, we describe the process of extending the model with the
elements from the selected OSS adoption strategy model and making the necessary
adjustments to these new elements.
6.1. Selecting the OSS Adoption Strategy
Figure 8 shows an excerpt of the organizational model for the fictitious organization
ACME, that produces the Road Runner Locator (RR Locator) product for its customers.
The company is interested in reducing in-house development costs, therefore they have
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decided to reduce the development effort integrating an OSS component as part of their
software, but they are not interested in being involved with the OSS community behind
this component.

Figure 8: ACME Organizational Model

In order to facilitate the process of finding the more suitable OSS adoption strategy, we
have adapted the model matching notion presented by Franch in [20]. In that paper, i*
models are used to describe market segments and software packages in order to evaluate
the matching between both models with an i* organizational model, and select the best
software package for the organization needs. In the current proposal, we use the same
idea and evaluate the matching between an organizational model and the set of OSS
adoption strategy models in order to identify the strategies that better match the
organizational goals and eliminate those that clearly do not apply to the specific
organization. Franch uses a concept called coverage for classifying the matching results
that we adapt for our purposes [20].
The notion of goal matching has also been used in [21][22]. Rolland [21] uses goal
matching between organization intentions and the goal/requirements that can be achieved
by COTS components, with the purpose of selecting and assembling them. Soffer et al.
[22] propose to match enterprise goals, operationalized as business rules, with ERP
system capabilities in order to align ERP systems with enterprise requirements.
In the following we first describe the intuitive notion of coverage and then we provide
its formalization.
6.1.1. Notion of coverage and its use for selecting strategies
The notion of coverage in the context of selecting an OSS adoption strategy is twofold:
• Coverage of the organizational model: it measures to which extent the intentional
elements (IEs) that appear inside the Organization actor in the organizational SR
model are covered by an OSS adoption strategy model. In other words, it measures
to which extent an OSS adoption strategy supports the strategic goals of the
organization. This coverage is specified as a percentage (i.e. which percentage of
elements is covered).
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•

Coverage of the OSS adoption strategy model requirements: It measures to which
extent the tasks and resources, representing requirements, which are part of the
Organization actor SR model of a specific OSS adoption strategy, are covered by
the organizational SR model. In other words, it measures to which extent an
adoption strategy can effectively be adopted by an organization from the degree to
which the organization fulfils the needs of the strategy. This coverage is specified
as a percentage (i.e. which percentage of requirements is covered). The adoption
strategy requirements are all the tasks and resources that belong to the
decomposition of the strategy central task (this central task was introduced at
Section 5).
The aim is finding the OSS adoption strategies that cover as much as possible the
organization strategic goals, taking into account that the company has, or is willing to
have, the needs required by the strategy. Therefore, any combination where the coverage
of the OSS adoption strategy model is incomplete (not a 100% coverage) because some
OSS adoption strategy requirements are missing, requires the organization to extend its
organizational model in order to apply the strategy. In these situations, the organization
should evaluate whether the strategic goals achieved thanks to the strategy are worth the
effort needed to fulfil its requirements.
Central to model coverage is the definition of IE coverage. To introduce this notion,
we need to refer to the concept of satisfaction of an IE considered as a logical predicate
sat [23]. The satisfaction of an IE depends on its type: goal satisfaction means that the
goal attains its desired state; task satisfaction means that the task follows its defined
procedure; resource satisfaction means that the resource is produced or delivered; softgoal
satisfaction means that the modelled condition fulfils some agreed fit criterion. In the case
of softgoals, the predicate is not indicating if the softgoal is satisfied or not, it is indicating
if it is satisfied enough (satisficed). We use the word satisfaction for all kinds of IEs for
simplicity. The modeller should identify the pairs of equivalent elements in terms of
satisfaction (CC1), and for the others identify whether the element in one model is
satisfied by one in the other model (CC2) or the other way round (CC3). Then:
Definition 1. Intentional element coverage
Given an IE ieA belonging to an SR model A and given another SR model B, we define
the notion of intentional element coverage (by an SR model), is_covered(ieA, B),
according to the following four cases:
CC1. There is an intentional element ieB∈B that is equivalent, in terms of
satisfaction, to ieA, sat(ieA) ⇔ sat(ieB). In this case, is_covered(ieA, B) = true.
CC2. There is an intentional element ieB∈B whose satisfaction ensures that of ieA,
sat(ieB) ⇒ sat(ieA). In this case, is_covered(ieA, B) = true.
CC3. There is an intentional element ieB∈B whose satisfaction is part of that of
ieA, sat(ieA) ⇒ sat(ieB). However, since this does not guarantee that ieA is
satisfied, we consider that in this case, is_covered(ieA, B) = false.
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CC4.

There are no intentional elements in B for which an implication relationship
with ieA can be found. In this case, is_covered(ieA, B) = false.
Note that this definition can be extended into subsets of IEs in a straightforward
manner.
As an example, Table 5 shows the coverage of the ACME organizational model (Figure
8) by the OSS Acquisition strategy model (Figure 2) (organizational model coverage).
The coverage of the ACME organizational model by the strategy is acceptable (66,6% of
elements covered). Furthermore, the only element not related at all with the strategy is
the task Sell RR locator which, nevertheless, represents a kind of activity not addressed
by the OSS adoption strategies. In addition, Develop RR Locator even if not total, has
some kind of partial coverage which could be considered as a mitigation to the satisfaction
of this element (this kind of argumentation would be part of the analysis of results, to be
made during the process of deciding the most appropriate OSS adoption strategy for the
organization). Therefore, the OSS Acquisition strategy seems a good choice to be applied
to the organization.
Table 5: Organizational model coverage

OSS Organizational
model

Coverage
case

Sell RR Locator
Maintain RR Locator
Develop RR Locator

CC4
CC1
CC3

OSS component integrated

CC2

In-house development cost
reduced
Minimize OSS involvement

CC2
CC1

Coverage by OSS adoption strategy model
(strategy IEs appear underlined)
Missing
Act-Maint-Prod ⇔ Maintain RR Locator
Develop RR Locator ⇒ Act-INT
Develop RR Locator ⇒ Act-TEST-Prod
Acquire OSS component ⇒
OSS component integrated
Take benefit from OSS Community ⇒
In-house development cost reduced
OSS involvement minimized ⇔
Minimize OSS involvement

Table 6 shows the coverage of the OSS acquisition adoption strategy requirements by
the ACME organizational model. The requirements are all the tasks and resources that
decompose the central task Acquire OSS component in the Acquisition model (Figure 2).
In this case, the coverage is not optimal (50% of coverage). The requirements related to
achieve the technical skills in order to use the component (Act-ACQ-Tech, Act-LEARN
and Act-ASK) are missing. Therefore, the organizational model should be extended by
including them, if ACME decides to apply the strategy. Note that ACT-DEP is not so
fundamental to be covered, since there is another means to achieve the goal OSS
Component Used (Act-INT, see Figure 2) which is covered by the organizational model
allowing us to discard this requirement.
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Table 6: OSS acquisition strategy requirements coverage

OSS Acquisition
strategy

Covera
ge

Coverage by Organizational Model

Act-SEL

CC2

OSS component integrated ⇒ Act-SEL

Act-ACQ-Tech
Act-LEARN
Act-ASK
Act-DEP
Act-INT
Act-TEST-Prod
Act-MAINT-Prod

CC4
CC4
CC4
CC4
CC1
CC2
CC1

Missing
Missing
Missing
Missing
OSS component integrated ⇔ Act-INT
Develop RR Locator ⇒ Act-TEST-Prod
Maintain RR Locator ⇔ Act-MAINT-Prod

6.1.2. Formalization of the i* framework
We present next an algebraic formalization of i* based on the definition provided in
[23]. The general layout consists on defining elements as tuples of sub-elements and then
functions with a meaningful name to obtain these sub-elements. In a nutshell, an i* model
(M) contains actors (A), dependencies (DL), dependums (DP) and actor links (AL). Actors
contain intentional elements (IEs, of type: goal, softgoal, task and resource) connected by
IE links (IEL) of different types (means-end, task-decomposition and contribution).
Dependencies connect IEs inside actors (although the IEs are not shown when the actors
remain closed) and have a dependum (that is also an IE). A model element n is identified
by its name, name(n). Other auxiliary functions with intuitive meaning are used in the
formalization; for instance, the function actors(M) returns the set of actors of a model,
actors(M) = A. Table 7 summarizes the formal definitions used in this section.
Table 7. Formal definition of the i* language as used in this paper.

Concept
i* model

Definition

Actor
IE
IE link

a = (n, IE, IEL)
ie = (n, t)
l = (x, y, t, v)

M=
(A, DL, DP, AL)

Components
A: set of actors; DL: set of dependencies
DP: set of dependums; AL: set of actor specialization links
n: name; IE: set of IEs; IEL: set of IE links
n: name; t: type of IE, t∈{goal, softgoal, task, resource}
x, y: IEs (source and target)
t: type of IE link, t∈ IET
IET = {means-end, task-decomposition, contribution} with
target(means-end) ≠ softgoal
target(task-decomposition) = task
target(contribution) = softgoal
v: contribution value, v∈ CLV with
CLV = CT+ ∪ CT– ∪ {Unknown}
CT+ = {Make, Some+, Help},
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Dependency

d = ((dr, ier, sr),
(de, iee, se),
dm)

al=(a, b, t)
Actor
link
Derived concepts
intentionalElements(IEL)
descendants(ie, IEL)

CT– = {Break, Some-, Hurt}
dr, de: actors (depender and dependee respectively)
ier, iee, dm: IEs (depender, dependee and dependum,
respectively),
ier ∈ IE(dr), iee ∈ IE(de), dm ∈ DP
sr, se: strengths, sr, se∈{open, committed, critical}
dm: (n, t) (see IE)
actor(dr) ≠ actor(de) (an actor cannot depend on itself)
a, b: actors; t = type of actor link, t∈ {is-a, is-part-of, plays,
occupies, covers}
{x | (x, ie, t, v) ∈ IEL ˅ (ie, x, t, v) ∈ IEL}
{x | (x, ie, t, v) ∈ IEL ∨
(∃y: (y, ie, t, v) ∈ IEL ∧ x ∈ descendants(y, IEL))}

6.1.3. Formalization of the notion of coverage
In this section we formalize the two notions of coverage introduced in Section 6.1.1.
Since they are similar, both of them rely in an auxiliary definition of coverage of a set of
IEs, which in its turn is defined on top of the intentional element coverage introduced also
in Section 6.1.1 (is_covered). To illustrate the different concepts, we use the example
presented in Figure 9. It represents two sets of intentional elements A and B such that a1
and b1 are equivalent, a4 is covered by b5 (but are not equivalent), and b2 and b3 are
covered by a3 (without being equivalent either). We assume that neither a3 nor b4 is not
covered.

Figure 9: Illustration of coverage

Definition 2. Set of intentional elements covered
Given two sets of intentional elements IEa and IEb, the set of elements from the first set
IEa covered by the second IEb is defined as:
coveredIEs(IEa, IEb) = {ie ∈ IEa: is_covered(ie, IEb)}
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In Figure 9, the set of elements of A covered by B is {a1, a4} while the set of elements
of B covered by A is {b1, b2, b3}. Therefore in terms of Definition 2, we have:
coveredIEs(A, B) = {a1, a4} and coveredIEs(B, A) = {b1, b2, b3}.
The following definition measures to which extent a set of IEs (e.g. A in Figure 9) is
covered by another (e.g., B in Figure 9).
Definition 3. Set of intentional element coverage
Given two sets of intentional elements IEa and IEb, the coverage of IEa by IEb is defined
as the percentage of elements in IEa that are covered by the elements in IEb:
coverage(IEa, IEb) = (||coveredIEs(IEa, IEb)|| / ||IEa||)*100, being ||S || the size of S

In Figure 9, we have that the percentage of elements of A covered by B is 50%, whilst
the percentage of elements of B covered by A is 60%.
Given these auxiliary definitions, it is easy to define both concepts of coverage. Given
the actor aorg = (nameorg, IEorg, IELorg), corresponding to the organization in the
organizational model, and astr = (nameorg, IEstr, IELstr), the actor representing the OSS
adopter organization in an OSS adoption strategy model, we define the following:
Definition 4. Organizational model coverage
We define the organizational model coverage as the result of:
coverage(IEorg, IEstr)

Definition 5. Adoption strategy requirements coverage
Given iestr the intentional element representing the adoption strategy requirements
central task, iestr∈ IEstr, we define the adoption strategy requirements coverage as the
result of:
coverage(requirements (iestr, IELstr), IEorg),

where requirements(ie, IEL) = {x | x ∈descendants(ie, IEL) ˄ type(x) ∈ {task, resource}}
6.2. Merging the Organizational model with the Adoption Strategy model
Once the organization has decided which OSS adoption strategy is going to adopt, the
process of refining the organizational model according to the strategy consists on the
following steps:
1. Merging both models applying the organizational model coverage, including the
elements from the selected OSS adoption strategy model into the organizational
model.
2. Making the necessary adjustments to the resulting model in order to adapt the
general OSS adoption strategy model to the specific case.
Having the organizational model and the selected strategy model, the final
organizational model should be refined adding the strategy model elements. We use the
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organizational model coverage in order to include the connection among all the elements
from both models. Given ieorg∈ IEorg and iestr∈ IEstr:
CC1. sat(ieorg) ⇔ sat(iestr). In this case, ieorg is kept and iestr is discarded. The
descendants of iestr must be included in the organizational model too to make
explicit the ways in which ieorg may be satisfied using the adopted strategy.
CC2. sat(iestr) ⇒ sat(ieorg). This means that iestr is a means to satisfy ieorg in the
organization. Therefore, an i* means-end link may be introduced from iestr
(means) onto ieorg (end).
CC3. sat(ieorg) ⇒ sat(iestr). Even if the organizational element is not covered, we can
represent this relationship using the i* task-decomposition link, in which iestr
is a subtask of ieorg.
CC4. There are no relationships between the elements. ieorg is kept as in CC 1, but
no option to add descendants exists.
Figure 10 is used to illustrate the coverage cases and the merging result, using the
coverage of the ACME organizational model by the OSS acquisition strategy model that
we are using as example in this section (see Table 5). The figure represents two subsets
of their intentional elements for actors ACME and OSS Adopter Organization including
the coverages shown in Table 5, such that Maintain RR Locator is equivalent to ActMaint-Prod (CC1), the satisfaction of Acquire OSS component implies the satisfaction of
OSS component integrated (CC2), and, finally, the satisfaction of Develop RR implies the
satisfaction of Act-INT and Act-Test-Prod (CC3). Descendants of the strategy model
elements are not shown in the result for the sake of brevity.

Figure 10. Illustration of model merge (excerpt of the ACME example)

In cases CC2 and CC3, the required connection sometimes cannot be directly provided
using a single i* IE link. The final model needs to include some auxiliary IEs to get a
syntactically correct connection. For example, if we have a set of tasks (t1, t2) in the
strategy model covering one goal in the organization model (g1) then, as we cannot
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connect directly a set of tasks to a goal using task-decomposition links, it is necessary to
introduce an intermediate task t3 as shown in Figure 11 (left).
The element

Connected through an auxiliary task

covered by

Figure 11: IE coverage with an auxiliary element
To complete the example, we present in Figure 12 the complete model for the ACME
company after the merging, as well as the adjustments mentioned at the beginning of the
section. In the case that we are using as example in this section, the organization ACME
is acquiring the component OSS GIS to be integrated in its product RR Locator as shown
in Figure 8. The elements coming from the OSS acquisition strategy model (Figure 2) are
shown in italics. The task Acquire OSS Component and its decomposition are included as
the means to achieve the goal OSS component integrated, except for the task Act-DEP, it
does not appear in the model because the organization uses the OSS component
integrating (Act-INT) it in its own software (RR Locator). The tasks Act-MAINT-Prod and
Act-TEST-Prod from the strategy model are not included because they are covered by
Maintain RR Locator and Develop RR Locator from the organizational model
respectively. The ACME organization adheres to the strategic goal Minimize OSS
involvement, but not to Do not care OSS evolution for maintenance.
Notice that the task-decomposition links defined for the coverage of the task Develop
RR Locator by Act-INT and Act-Test-Prod (see Figure 10) are not included in the final
ACME organizational model (Figure 12). After the merge, these links have been removed
because they are redundant with having that Develop RR Locator has as sub-task the goal
OSS component integrated, and both tasks belong to this goal decomposition.
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Figure 12: Organizational model adhering OSS acquisition adoption strategy

7. The TEI Case
In this section we show the application of the OSS adoption strategy models to TEI,
one of the RISCOSS project industrial partners. TEI is part of Ericsson, one of the world’s
leading
telecommunication
corporations.
Ericsson
produces
hardware
(telecommunications infrastructure and devices) as well as the software to run it. The
company’s mission is to empower people, business and society at large, guided by a
vision of a sustainable networked society. One of TEI’s roles within the Ericsson
ecosystem is to provide OSS alternatives to support efficient third party products
handling. Therefore, it is important for TEI to adopt OSS components following the
adoption strategy that is most suitable to the organization needs.
Figure 13 shows an excerpt of the TEI organizational model related to the maintenance
of products including some OSS component, and how its goals impact on Ericsson’s
goals. Besides the typical strategic goal of any organization for reducing costs (goal Cost
reduced), the main objectives for TEI are fulfilling the Ericsson’s customers’
requirements (softgoal Product requirements achieved) using Maintainable code in order
to secure the Quality of code. For TEI it is crucial to use Mature technology and Secure
code. When TEI decides to use an OSS component, there are three possibilities for
maintaining this code: they can assume the activity (Provide in-house maintenance), Rely
on the OSS community for maintenance or Contract 3PP (third party) organization for
maintenance. For this portion of the TEI’s organizational model, the impacted Ericsson
goals are Time-to-market reduced and Reputation kept. Ericsson expects from TEI that
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the Development time is reduced, Responsiveness and Reliable products for achieving its
goals. Notice that the model only includes the third party organization (3PP OSS
Provider) in order to illustrate that the maintenance is outsourced; for the sake of brevity,
the description of this relation is not exhaustive and not all dependencies between both
organizations are included in this model.

Figure 13: Excerpt of TEI organizational model

The model in Figure 13 synthesizes all the elements from the TEI organizational model
that can be considered relevant when TEI interacts with an OSS community for adopting
OSS. Therefore, it is an adequate model to be used as a proof of concept of how our
proposed OSS adoption strategy models can be applied in an organization.
Table 8 shows the coverage of this abridged TEI organizational model (Figure 13) by
the OSS integration strategy model (Figure 3) (organizational model coverage). We can
see that the coverage is quite good (68,75% of elements covered). The strategy covers a
good number of TEI goals and tasks related to reducing maintenance costs and
development time as can be seen in Table 8. Furthermore, we can observe that all goals
that remain uncovered except one (Product requirements achieved, Maintainable code,
Secure code, Mature technology used) depend on the specific OSS component that has
been chosen and not on the adoption strategy applied by TEI (an adoption strategy cannot
cover them). The remaining goal (Contract 3PP organization for maintenance) is, again,
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a goal that cannot be covered by any OSS adoption strategy because it consists on
contracting an external 3PP company for assuming the maintenance which is an activity
not addressed by OSS adoption strategies. We can conclude that the integration strategy
fits as well as possible TEI organizational needs and it is a good choice for TEI.
Table 8: TEI organizational model coverage

TEI OSS Organizational
model

Coverage

Product requirements achieved
Maintainable code
Secure code
Mature technology used
Costs reduced

CC4
CC4
CC4
CC4
CC2

Maintenance cost reduced

CC2

Development time reduced

CC2

Adopt OSS component

CC2

Licensing cost reduced

CC2

Maintain (changing) component

CC2

Provide in-house maintenance

CC2

Rely on the OSS community for
maintenance
Contract 3PP organization for
maintenance
Report bugs
Report solutions
Quality of code

CC2

Coverage by OSS integration strategy
model (strategy IEs appear underlined)

CC4

Missing
Missing
Missing
Missing
Benefit from co-creation taken ⇒ Costs
reduced
Benefit from co-creation taken ⇒
Maintenance cost reduced
OSS component used ⇒ Development time
reduced
Integrate OSS component ⇒ Adopt OSS
component
Integrate OSS component ⇒ Licensing cost
reduced
Act-MAINT-Prod ⇒ Maintain (changing)
component
Act-MAINT-Prod ⇒ Provide in-house
maintenance
Act-MAINT-Prod ⇒ Rely on the OSS
community for maintenance
Missing

CC1
CC1
CC1

Act-RepBUG ⇔ Report bugs
Act-RepPATCH ⇔ Report solutions
Technical Quality ⇔ Quality of code

Table 9 shows the coverage of the OSS adoption strategy requirements. The coverage
is incomplete (61,53% of requirements covered). The requirements related to achieve the
technical skills in order to use the component (Act-ACQ-Tech, Act-LEARN and Act-ASK)
are missing. However, in this case, any organization that wants to use an external
component (OSS or not) is willing to acquire the necessary knowledge to use it.
Therefore, we realize that these activities, although omitted in our initial TEI
organizational model, are actually developed by TEI and thus the TEI organizational
model has to be refined by adding them. For the two remaining uncovered requirements
(Act-SUPP and Act-ACQ-Man), we asked TEI representatives whether the company
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would be willing to satisfy them. We found that they had actually knowledge about the
community practices and applied it when interacting with the community (so their
organizational model has to be extended to include Act-ACQ-Man). Finally, there was
one requirement (Act-SUPP) currently uncovered. Since this requirement is one means
for the goal OSS Community Contributed among two others which are covered by TEI,
we conclude that it does not prevent TEI from adopting the integration strategy.
Table 9: OSS integration strategy requirements coverage

OSS Integration
strategy
Requirements

Coverage

Coverage by the TEI OSS Organizational Model
(strategy IEs appear underlined)

Act-SEL

CC2

Adopt OSS component ⇒ Act-SEL

Act-ACQ-Tech
Act-LEARN
Act-ASK
Act-DECIDEWishlist
Act-DEP

CC4
CC4
CC4
CC2
CC2

Missing
Missing
Missing
Maintain (changing) component ⇒
Act-DECIDE-Wishlist
Adopt OSS component ⇒ Act-DEP

Act-INT

CC2

Adopt OSS component ⇒ Act-INT

Act-MAINT-Prod

CC2

Act-RepBUG
Act-PATCH
Act-RepPATCH
Act-SUPP
Act-ACQ-Man

CC1
CC2
CC1
CC4
CC4

Provide in-house maintenance ⇒ Act-MAINT-Prod
Rely on the OSS community for maintenance ⇒
Act-MAINT-Prod
Report bugs ⇔ Act-RepBUG
Report solutions ⇒ Act-PATCH
Report solutions ⇔ Act-RepPATCH
Missing
Missing

Figure 14 depicts a portion of the new organizational model obtained by adhering TEI
to the integration adoption strategy. The complete model is not shown for the sake of
brevity. This model results from applying the model merging and the needed adjustments
as described in Section 6. The new elements that come from the OSS integration strategy
model (Figure 3) are shown in italics. Figure 14 includes the portion of the model that
appears under the goal Maintain (changing) component from the original TEI model
(from Figure 13). We can see that TEI keeps its three original alternatives for
maintenance: 1) Provide in-house maintenance, 2) Rely on the OSS community for
maintenance and 3) Contract 3PP organization for maintenance. Although the first and
third alternatives remain the same as in the original model, the second one (consisting on
relying on the community behind the OSS component) has been enriched thanks to the
integration strategy model. More concretely, the new goal OSS Community Contributed
now groups all the activities that TEI may carry out as part of its co-creation with the OSS
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community. This goal can be achieved thanks to several means: some were already
present in the original TEI model (Report bugs, Report solutions) but the task Act-SUPP
(that consists on giving support to the community by sponsoring events, etc.) has emerged
as a new way to contribute to the community according to the integration adoption
strategy. The model also includes new softgoals from the integration strategy, e.g.
softgoal OSS Comp Evolves towards Desired Features makes now evident the fact that
TEI contributions to the OSS community help in making the OSS component evolve
towards the features needed by TEI. Finally, the model shows new dependencies that
were hidden in the original model, e.g. dependency with dependum Quality of the Evolved
OSS Component points out that TEI depends on the community for the quality of the
evolved component when they rely on the OSS community for maintenance.

Figure 14: Portion of TEI organizational model adhering integration adoption strategy
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8. Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we have embraced a model-based perspective to assess OSS adoption by
IT organizations. Goal models in the i* language have been proposed for adoption
strategies models. Three research questions have been investigated:
• RQ1: How to characterize OSS projects? We have built an ontology to define the
activities and resources implied in OSS adoption strategies. As result of the
literature review we undertook, we observed that there are several ontologies for
OSS but they focus on the perspective of the community, with special attention to:
roles of developers (committers, contributors,…), licenses, etc. In the context of
business strategies for organizations, this perspective is not the right one, since the
needs are different. Therefore, our ontology goes beyond the state of the art and
makes possible its use in other works that may be interested in the adopting
organization perspective.
• RQ2: How do OSS elements map to OSS adoption strategies? For each OSS
adoption strategy, we have assigned these activities and resources to the actor that
is in charge: the adopting organization or the OSS community. As a result, we have
provided a characterisation of each strategy in terms of activities undertaken,
resources provided, and dependencies of these two actors on each other. Finally,
we have designed a set of models for the different strategies expressed in the i*
language.
• RQ3: How do OSS adoption strategies relate to the goals of the OSS adopter
organization? The concept of coverage has been formulated to explore the
adequacy of an adoption strategy for a particular organization. The use of goal
models and the coverage concept provides an accurate way to assess the right
selection of adoption strategy and the update of organizational models to reflect the
use of the adoption.
The resulting approach has been satisfactorily applied to the TEI case which has shown
the adequacy of the proposal in an industrial setting. From this experience, we have
learned that a successful application of the approach requires a good expertise of the
modellers applying it. They need a deep understanding both of the organizational model
and the OSS adoption strategy models in order to be able to decide about intentional
elements coverage by models. Furthermore, the involvement of the organization business
managers is required since strategic decisions may have to be taken when merging the
organizational model and the OSS adoption strategy model as the TEI case has shown
(e.g. deciding to cover an initially uncovered requirement). Although we may expect other
cases to be more complex than the TEI case, the portions of the organizational models
involved in OSS adoption are not expected to grow proportionally, supporting then
scalability of the approach. Of course, further validation of this statement is required.
This work represents a significant extension of a previous paper [24]. More precisely,
the extensions are:
• We have extended the ontology by providing properties in addition to the concepts.
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•

We have presented the models for the six OSS adoption strategies (only two were
modelled in [24]).
• We have defined in detail the concept of coverage, which was only sketched in
[24].
• We have presented an example of application in a real company.
• We have provided more details in the background section.
Future work goes along several directions. First, we need to work further in the link
among business models and OSS adoption strategies, so that the process that has been
depicted in Section 6 becomes more prescriptive. Second, concerning the models for the
adoption strategies, we want to use i* roles as a way to organize the ontology elements:
roles like Contributor, Governance Body, OSS User, etc., may arrange the different
activities and resources, and then the adoption strategies will simply put together the
indicated roles in each case. Third, we need to be able to combine OSS adoption strategy
models, either because more than one strategy applies at the same time for the same OSS
component, or because more than one OSS component is being integrated in a project.
Last, we need to develop the summative evaluation stage of our research approach
described in Section 3. In other words, the framework must be applied in the context of
other industrial organizations besides the RISCOSS partners.
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